Chronic pain in individuals with previously undiagnosed autistic spectrum disorders.
The aim of this article is to heighten clinician awareness by describing 2 patients with signs and symptoms of a possible autistic disorder. Autistic spectrum disorders are neurodevelopmental disorders characterized by impairment in reciprocal social interaction skills or communication skills and/or by the presence of stereotyped behavior, interests, and activities. Pain can be the initial presenting symptom for individuals with a previously undiagnosed autistic spectrum disorder. Two case presentations show indicators, such as reported sensory abnormalities, impaired social behaviors, and unusual interests, that should lead the physician to consider a referral for further evaluation. An accurate diagnosis of autism or related disorder can lead to a greater understanding of the nature of the patient's pain, as well as to more appropriate and effective treatment strategies. In addition, such patients might benefit from therapeutic interventions to improve overall functioning and decrease distress and, consequently, to decrease pain and other symptoms. Finally, autism research might inform pain researchers on topics such as neurobiology, development, and treatment of chronic pain disorders. Pain experts might be underrecognizing signs and symptoms of autistic spectrum disorders (ASDs) in their patients. Clinical evaluation for ASDs should be considered in patients with specific unusual characteristics. Research on the topic of ASDs and pain is encouraged.